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Abstract—With the development of society, the importance of ideological and political education has become increasingly obvious, and countries all over the world have paid much attention to ideological and political education, during which the methods of ideological and political education are of the same important role. Therefore, the key factor of improving practical effect of ideological and political education is to choose correct and proper educational methods since appropriate methods are the important conditions to realize educational goals, which can ensure the educational effect effectively. In this paper, several common educational methods are adopted as the basis to compare the representative methods of ideological and political education home and abroad. By comparing and studying the differences of Chinese-Western ideological and political educational methods, we can have a deep understanding of overseas ideological and political educational methods, thus providing a new understanding of ideological and political education with constant improvement and innovation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s world, the process of globalization has been accelerated with constantly larger range, which makes people’s mind and values change greatly. In the new age, workers of ideological and political education have to recognize the condition with constant creation of methods so as to better implement ideological and political education as the environment, objects and contents are all changing greatly. Almost all countries in the world have paid increasingly more attention to ideological and political education with constant innovation and study on the ideological and political educational methods because the role of methods is huge, which can not only influence the transmission of educational information, but also affects the educational effect. Thus, both the selection and employment of methods are of great importance, which requires us to constantly develop and innovate the ideological and political educational methods advent the change of times.

By studying the overseas ideological and political educational methods through comparison with Chinese methods, method system of ideological and political education in China can be perfected, which can provide new ideas for the innovation of ideological and political educational methods as well as improve the practical effect. Thus, the innovation of ideological and political educational methods in China can be constantly promoted.

II. METHODS OF IDEOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL EDUCATION AS WELL AS THEIR ROLES

The methods of ideological and political education refer to a series of educational methods adopted by educators as well as educatees during the education practice to improve educational effect. Ideological and political educational methods during the education practice are very indispensable since the educational task or educational goals can’t achieved without correct or proper educational methods. Besides, correct ideological and political educational methods should be suitable for the fundamental purpose and task of ideological and political education as well as the ideological fact of educatees. During the practice of ideological and political education practice, the methods are the most essential parts in the whole education.

The ideological and political educational methods are beneficial to the transmission of education information; and in turn, transmission of education
information needs diversified channels and methods by taking vivid and active entertainment as carriers together with common theoretical guidance. Both the educational quality and the educational effect are directly related to the educational methods that educators adopt. Therefore, methods of ideological and political education play an important role in the transmission of ideological and political education information. Ideological and political educational methods are important guarantees for the accomplishment of educational tasks and educational goals as well as indispensable methods and skills for ideological and political education.

III. CHINESE METHODS OF IDEOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL EDUCATION

A. Theoretical educational method as well as its characteristic

Chinese theoretical education is based on Lenin’s indoctrination theory as well as the basic theory of Marxism, including education of Marxist views on world, life and values as well as basic routes, guidelines and policies of CCP, and democratic and legal education and moral education. Mainly the lecture method is adopted by educators to give direct knowledge indoctrination to educatees.

B. Educational method of social practice as well as its characteristic

In China, both theoretical education and practice education are important for ideological and political education, and practice education can be regarded as invisible course, which is implemented silently in education practice with importance to infiltration method, and it will have a long-term and potential influence on educatees. The method of practice education in China usually has strong nature of theoretical application as well as positive indoctrination in the whole practice with thoughtful planning, organization and arrangement. Thus it is well organized and planned with careful inspection and assessment.

C. The method of invisible edification as well as its characteristic

Application of invisible edification method in Chinese ideological and political education mainly manifests in the employment and reform of educational environment. By beautifying the social material and spiritual environment, educators make the educatees in a sound social circumstance. With the confinement of environment, educatees can have gradual perfection of themselves with improvement of moral literacy. This educational method integrates the contents of ideological and political education into rich, colorful, vivid and easy activities so that educatees can receive education information unconsciously, which can improve the efficiency of information reception with common emotional feelings and deep influence.

IV. OVERSEAS METHODS OF IDEOLOGICAL AND POLITICAL EDUCATION

A. American theoretical educational method

Although there is no term of ideological and political education in America, their implementation of education is very clear since government has made clear requirements on the contents and goals of ideological and political education with many compulsory provisions on the curriculum settings in political subjects. American theoretical education pays much attention to the infiltration of ideological and political education in professional courses. In class, the invisible or comprehensive ways are more likely to be adopted by educators to conduct teaching.

B. British theoretical educational method

C. Britain is a country with a tradition of Christian religion, so religious education plays an important role in the ideological and political education in Britain as well as one characteristic part. Britain has always attached great importance to the convey of religious ideas, but they don’t advocate obvious and indoctrinated ideas with standard answers; instead, they prefer to guide students to have self inspection and encourage them to explore knowledge by themselves. Ideological and political education outside British schools mainly rely on mass communication.

D. Theoretical educational method in Singapore

By infiltrating the government values to educatees with ideological and political education, educatees can become good persons who can make contributions to
national development. Singapore is a migrant country who has complicated population and diversified culture, which determines the role of patriotism in its ideological and political education with great importance to national awareness as well as national belongings and recognition. Eastern values represented by Confucianism is vigorously advocated by Singapore government, in which Confucius values and concepts suitable for national development are imbued with young people to make them become ideal and moral people. They value theoretical education as well as the efficiency and practicability of education in order to avoid inefficient education.

V. Conclusion

With the development of science and technology, both the environment and objects of ideological and political education have been changed. Nowadays, ideological and political education must lead people to face modernization, the world and the future with establishment of open, updated and developmental knowledge views. In this paper, implementation methods of ideological and political education in different countries have been compared to master its operational rule; besides, by mutual references and integration, the development of ideological and political education can be further promoted. It is a major means to develop ideological and political education by learning experience from other countries. Some other countries have established a set of complete methods for the implementation of ideological and political education by their social development, within which the psychological consultation method and incentive method and so on are really effective, which are worthy to be referred.
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